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Abstract
Silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) are being increasingly utilized in consumer and medical
applications. However, there remains conflicting reports on their safety, which are evaluated
through a combination of in vitro and in vivo exposure models. These discrepancies may arise, in
part, due to the inherent differences between cell-based and animal systems. It is well established
that nanotoxicological effects are highly dependent on the unique physicochemical properties
and behavior of the particle set, including size, surface chemistry, agglomeration, and ionic
dissolution. However, recent studies have identified that these properties vary as a function of
exposure environment; providing a rationale for the contradictory results between in vitro and
in vivo assessments. Artificial physiological fluids are emerging as a powerful tool as they allow
for the characterization of NPs in an environment which they would likely encounter in vivo, in
addition to having the experimental advantages of flexibility and consistency. Here, we
demonstrated that the utilization of artificial fluids provided a mechanism to assess AgNP
behavior and induced bioresponses in environments that they would likely encounter in vivo.
AgNPs were introduced within an alveolar-based exposure model, which included alveolar
epithelial (A549) cells incubated within artificial alveolar fluid (AF). Additionally, the particles
underwent extensive characterization within both AF and lysosomal fluid, which the AgNPs
would encounter following cellular internalization. Following incubation in physiological
environments AgNP properties were significantly modified versus a traditional media
environment, including alterations to both extent of agglomeration and rate of ionic dissolution.
Moreover, when A549s were exposed to AgNPs in AF, the cells displayed lower cytotoxicity
and stress rates, corresponding to a fluid-dependent drop in silver ion production. This work
highlights the need for enhanced in vitro models that more closely mimic in vivo exposure
environments in order to capture true NP behaviors and cellular interactions.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, nanoparticles (NPs) have been increasingly
utilized due to their unique physicochemical properties, which
differ from those of bulk materials [1]. These distinctive
parameters, which include increased surface area and reac-
tivity, unique plasmonic behaviors, and the ability to precisely
design characteristics such as size, morphology, and surface
chemistry, make NPs advantageous in consumer, medical,
agricultural, and military sectors [2, 3]. However, concerns
exist regarding the safety of NPs following human exposure,
which can occur inadvertently through inhalation, skin
absorption, or ingestion [4, 5]. Alternatively, exposure can be
deliberate, as NPs are being explored for biomedical appli-
cations, such as drug delivery, cancer therapeutics, and bio-
imaging [6, 7]. Regardless of exposure mechanism, it is
necessary to fully elucidate the behavior and interactions of
NPs within biological systems prior to their widespread uti-
lization, in order to verify their safety.

Currently, silver NPs (AgNPs) are employed in hundreds
of consumer and medical applications due to their robust
antimicrobial and unique optical properties [8, 9]. AgNPs are
particularly attractive to the medical field, with current
applications including devices, material coatings, bandages,
and wound dressings [3]. Additionally, AgNPs are found in a
vast array of consumer products spanning detergents, cloth-
ing, cosmetics, air sanitizers, and food storage containers
[10]. Despite their many positive attributes, AgNPs have been
associated with negative toxicological effects, including
activation of cytotoxicity, intracellular stress, inflammatory
response, and genetic modifications [3, 10, 11]. Previous
studies have shown that AgNPs predominantly induce these
responses via a reactive oxygen species (ROS) dependent
mechanism, which ultimately leads to an overwhelming and
unrecoverable stress response [12, 13].

Previous reports have demonstrated that NP-induced
bioresponses are directly dependent upon unique physico-
chemical properties, including size, surface chemistry, com-
position, and morphology [1]. Primary AgNP size has been
shown to influence ROS generation and subsequent cyto-
toxicity, with smaller AgNPs initiating greater stress levels
compared to their larger counterparts [13, 14]. Additionally, it
has been established that deposition rates correlate to cellular
responses, with augmented nano-cellular interactions produ-
cing a higher degree of cytotoxicity [14, 15]. Recently, it has
been shown that ionic dissolution of AgNPs is a major con-
tributor to observed cytotoxic outcomes, with higher rates of
silver ion production resulting in increased toxicity, intracel-
lular stress levels, and modifications to cell functionality
[16, 17]. As such, characterizing particle behavior in a bio-
logical environment, including quantification of ion genera-
tion, may help predict the degree of AgNP biocompatibility.

It is becoming increasingly recognized that physico-
chemical properties and behavior of NPs are a function of
surrounding environmental factors, such as fluid composition,
cellular architecture, and fluid dynamic conditions [17–19].
For example, within the acidic environment of lysosomal
fluid (LF), the rate of AgNP ionic dissolution was

substantially increased versus a media environment [17]. As
ion production is linked to cytotoxic potential of AgNPs,
characterization within a physiologically relevant environ-
ment may improve prediction of cellular responses following
exposure. However, there exists a knowledge gap pertaining
to how these environmental factors, such as exposure fluid
pH and composition, modify NP behavior, potentially con-
tributing to the observed discrepancies between in vivo and
in vitro safety assessments [20].

In vitro studies are often utilized for NP safety screenings
owing to their experimental flexibility, reproducibility, and
lower cost investment [21, 22]. However, standard cellular-
based models have drawn criticism due to their limited rele-
vance to in vivo environmental conditions [23]. This can be
partially traced back to the fact that culture media is not
representative of the different types of physiological envir-
onments that NPs would encounter in a human body, such as
interstitial, alveolar, and LFs. Alveolar fluid (AF) is a sur-
factant produced by type II alveolar cells and is responsible
for protecting the alveoli endothelium and facilitating gas
transfer in the lungs by reducing surface tension during
respiration. As AF also serves to trap foreign material fol-
lowing inhalation, it has emerged as a likely fluid AgNPs
would encounter in the human body. Following cellular
internalization via numerous endocytosis mechanisms, NPs
are transitioned to lysosomes for targeted destruction [24, 25].
The fluid within the lysosomes, LF, contains numerous
enzymes and has an acidic pH of 4.5, both of which con-
tribute the effective destruction of internalized materials. As
such, LF is both an environment frequently encountered by
NPs and has the potential to substantially alter NP properties
and behaviors, including ion production.

The inclusion of artificial physiological fluids within
in vitro environments allows for a more reliable, reproducible,
and accurate exposure model; thereby improving the pre-
dictive potential for evaluation of NP safety and therapeutic
efficacy [17, 19]. Utilization of biological fluids have the
added benefit of post-exposure NP recovery, allowing for
characterization within a more-relevant, physiological
environment [26]. Preliminary studies have uncovered mod-
ifications to both behavior and cellular responses when NP
exposure occurred within relevant biological fluids. For
instance, when gold nanorods were dispersed in alveolar,
cerebrospinal, or interstitial fluids, extensive agglomeration
occurred. This augmented aggregation correlated with a loss
of photothermal potential due to a reduction in available
surface area [27]. Extensive agglomeration was also observed
within AF and interstitial fluid for gold and copper NPs,
respectively [28, 29]. These fluid-dependent modifications
resulted in modified nano-cellular interfaces and deposition
efficiencies. Moreover, NP exposure in biological fluids
modified the protein corona composition, deposition, and
cytotoxicity versus traditional cell culture medium [19].
Taken together, these studies demonstrate that fluid compo-
sition influence NP behavior and dependent bioresponses
within in vitro systems and that artificial fluids are a valuable
tool in these assessments.
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Therefore, the goal of this study was to expand on these
previous efforts to further explore and characterize the impact
of AF and LF on the physiochemical properties and behavior
of AgNPs. Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) coated AgNPs, which
are renowned for their stability, were specifically selected for
this study as there exists a significant knowledge gap
regarding the ability of physiological fluids to modify PVP
NPs. Additionally, the impact of an AF exposure model on
the nano-cellular interface and AgNP safety assessments were
explored, which to date has not been examined. Experi-
mentation was carried out using an A549, lung epithelial
model, as inhalation is a primary mode of exposure [4, 5]. AF
and LF were implemented as they are two likely environ-
ments AgNPs would encounter in vivo. This study demon-
strated that physiological fluids were capable of introducing
serious alterations to AgNP physicochemical properties,
which in turn modified particle dosimetry, the rate of ionic
dissolution, and target biological responses. Moreover, this
work highlights how physiological fluids can mimic in vivo
exposure environments, thereby improving the relevance of
in vitro models for NP safety assessments.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Cell culture

The human alveolar epithelial, A549, cell model was pur-
chased from American Type Cell Culture and utilized in this
study. A549 cells were maintained in RPMI 1640 media
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1%
antibiotics. The cells, grown in tissue-culture treated petri
dishes, were housed in a humidified incubator at 37 °C and
5% CO2.

2.2. Composition of artificial fluids

In this study, artificial AF and LF served as the biologically
relevant exposure environments. These fluid solutions were
synthesized using previously reported recipes by Stopford
et al [30], which were designed to accurately mimic true
physiological fluids. AF, with a pH of 7.4, was comprised of
numerous salts, supplemented with the lipid phosphatidyl
choline. Artificial LF combined a variety of salts, for-
maldehyde, glycerin, and was adjusted to an acidic pH of 4.5.
As neither AF nor LF contained proteins, 1% FBS was added
to maintain basic cell functionality and improve physiological
relevance.

2.3. AgNPs and characterization

The PVP-coated, 75 nm AgNPs were purchased from nano-
Composix in concentrated liquid form. The AgNPs were
stored in the dark at 4 °C, in accordance with manufacturer
recommendations, to minimize NP alterations throughout the
course of this study. Primary particle size and morphology
were determined via transmission electron microscopy
(TEM), on a Hitachi H-7600. TEM images were used to

determine the primary size of the AgNPs through ImageJ
analysis.

For all other characterization assessments, fresh AgNP
stocks were generated by dilution to a final concentration of
25 μg ml−1 in the denoted fluid–water, cell culture media, AF,
or LF. AgNP spectral profiles were generated using ultra-
violet–visible (UV–vis) spectroscopy on a Synergy 4 BioTek
microplate reader. The degree of NP agglomeration was
quantified using dynamic light scattering (DLS) on an Anton
Paar Litesizer 500. The surface charge, as assessed through
zeta potential measurement, was also carried out using the
Litesizer 500, for each experimental fluid.

To assess AgNP dissolution, the particles were sus-
pended in each fluid for 24 h at 37 °C. The AgNPs were
removed from the solution via centrifugation at 10 000 rpm
for 15 min and the ion containing supernatant was collected.
The silver content within the liquid supernatant was measured
via inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS)
on a Perkin Elmer NexION 300D. The dissolution percentage
was calculated based off the original 25 μg ml−1 AgNP
concentration.

2.4. AgNP deposition analysis

A549 cells were seeded into a 6 well plate at a concentration
of 8×105 cells per well in media and returned to the incu-
bator to allow for cellular attachment. The next day the cells
were washed and dosed with 5 μg ml−1 AgNPs, in either
media or AF, and returned to the incubator. After a 24 h
exposure period, the A549 cells were washed, removed from
the plate using trypsin, counted, and digested with a mixture
containing 0.05% Triton X-100, 3% HCl, and 1% HNO3. The
intracellular silver concentration was determined via ICP-MS
on the NexION 300D. Deposition percentages were calcu-
lated against the administered (5 μg ml−1) dosage.

2.5. Visualization of the nano-cellular interface

The A549 cells were plated into a 2-well chambered slide at a
density of 2× 105 cells per chamber and returned to the
incubator. The following day, the cells were washed and
exposed to the denoted conditions, which include a combi-
nation of AgNPs, media, or AF. After an exposure duration of
24 h, the cells were washed, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde,
and prepared for fluorescence microscopy. The cells under-
went actin and nuclear staining using Alex Fluor 555-phal-
loidin and 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI),
respectively, both of which were purchased from Thermo
Fisher Scientific. The chambers were removed and the slides
were imaged using an Olympus BX41 microscope and
QCapture Pro Imaging software (Aetos Technologies).

2.6. Cellular response to AgNP exposure

A549s were plated into a 96-well plate at a concentration of
4×104 cells per well in media and incubated overnight. The
cells were then washed and exposed to the denoted conditions
for an additional 24 h, followed by analysis for cellular via-
bility and stress, as assessed via lactate dehydrogenase (LDH)
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release and ROS, respectively. As the acidic nature of LF is
not biocompatible for cellular incubation, only AF was
examined for these endpoints.

Released LDH was quantified using the CytoTox 96
Nonradioactive cytotoxicity assay (Promega). Percent viabi-
lity following AgNP exposure was determined using a
negative (untreated media) and a positive control, consisting
of lysed A549 cells. Intracellular ROS levels within A549
cells were monitored using the DCFH-DA probe (Thermo
Fisher Scientific). ROS experimental values were normalized
against untreated, media samples. All experimentation inclu-
ded fluid only exposure conditions to ensure that AF fluid
incubation did not elicit a biological response. Both LDH and
ROS procedures were carried out in accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions.

2.7. Statistical analysis

All data is presented as the mean±the standard error of the
mean. For all experiments, three independent trials were
performed. For AgNP characterization and deposition, a one-
way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-test was carried out using
GraphPad Prism. A two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-
test was performed for A549 viability and ROS evaluations.
For all experimentation, a p-value threshold of 0.05 was used
to determine statistical significance.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Exposure to physiological fluids altered AgNP
characteristics

PVP-coated, AgNPs were specifically selected for this study
owing to their high utilization in applications that result in
human exposure, such as clothing additives, antimicrobial
sprays, and sterile bandages [3, 10]. In addition to its known
improvement of particle stability [31], PVP surface chemistry

was chosen due to the fact that there is a lack of knowledge
regarding the ability of physiological fluids to modify PVP
NPs. As it is established that physicochemical properties are a
predominant influence in the safety of AgNPs, the exper-
imental NPs first underwent a full characterization analysis
[1]. Moreover, as environmental influences can modify
characteristics and behaviors, these characterization assess-
ments were carried out following AgNP dispersion in AF and
LF, in addition to media and water.

Figure 1(A) shows a representative TEM image of the
75 nm AgNPs. From this image a general spherical morph-
ology and uniformity of the particles can be seen. Using
multiple TEM images and ImageJ software analysis, a pri-
mary particle size of 82.4±5.5 nm was determined. While
the morphology of the AgNPs are predominantly spherical,
there are a few examples of particles that display shapes, such
as hexagon and pentagons. While different morphologies can
elicit differential behaviors and cellular responses, these
modifications are relatively minor as determined by the small
standard deviation. Moreover, as the same particle stock was
used throughout experimentation, any morphological altera-
tions would be consistent throughout this study. Next, the
AgNP spectral profile was visualized following dispersion in
each experimental fluid (figure 1(B)). The spectral profiles
contained a single, sharp peak, which is indicative of a uni-
form NP stock, further supporting the TEM data. When
evaluated in AF or LF, there was a slight right-shift in the
peak absorbance wavelength, which typically arises due to
increased particle agglomeration.

To quantify the extent of AgNP agglomeration within
each fluid environment, the samples underwent DLS analysis
(figure 2(A)). These results demonstrated a significant
increase in inter-particle association within AF and LF versus
media, with LF producing a final agglomerate size nearly
twice as large. These results are in agreement with the
observed right-shift of the spectral profiles and with the lit-
erature [28, 29]. While there is a slight increase in size within
media, this is due to the formation of a protein corona, which

Figure 1. AgNP characterization. (A) Representative TEM image of the AgNPs demonstrated a predominant spherical morphology.
Additionally TEM images were used to determine a primary size of 82.4±5.5 nm. (B) UV–vis generated spectral profiles of the AgNPs
following incubation in the experimental fluids.
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instantaneously forms around NPs in high protein environ-
ments [32, 33]. In addition to agglomeration, the surface
charge of the AgNPs within each fluid was determined via
zeta potential analysis (figure 2(B)). As expected, surface
charge was found to slightly vary with fluid environment, in
accordance with the fluid composition.

Next, the extent of ionic dissolution was analyzed fol-
lowing incubation in each experimental fluid, as ion pro-
duction has been shown to be a major contributor to the
cytotoxic potential of AgNPs [34]. As seen in figure 2(C), the
general trend was that ion production decreased with
increasing agglomerate size, due to a corresponding reduction
in exposed surface area. The exception to this was a sig-
nificantly increased rate of ionic dissolution following AgNP
incubation in LF. As LF is acidic, this increase in ion pro-
duction is not surprising, owing to the ability of acidic solu-
tions to dissolve solid metals into ionic form [35]. Taken
together, these results demonstrated that AgNP exposure
within biological fluids altered their behavioral patterns,
including modified agglomeration and ionic dissolution; both
of which can impact the cellular interactions and subsequent
biological responses.

3.2. Replacement of cell culture media with AF modified the
AgNP-A549 interface

The next goal was to assess to if replacing traditional cell
culture media with AF impacted the nano-cellular interface.
The first step was to ensure that the A549 cells could suc-
cessfully thrive within an AF environment. As shown in
figure 3, A549 cells were successfully maintained for 24 h in
AF, although a visible change in cellular morphology
occurred. AF incubated cells (figure 3(B)) demonstrated a
curved cellular membrane, versus the more globular nature
associated with the media environment (figure 3(A)). We
hypothesize that this curvature is due to the excess phos-
phatidyl choline, which could associate with the extracellular
membrane.

Next, A549 cells were exposed to AgNPs within either a
media or AF environment (figures 3(C) and (D)). As before,

the curved cellular morphology was associated with AF
incubation. In both images, AgNPs are seen interacting with
the A549 cells, demonstrating particle deposition. However,
when comparing extent of AgNP interactions between fluid
environments, it appears that AF exposure resulted in greater
deposition, as denoted with more visible particles. While
some larger white clumps are associated with AF, which
would indicate extensive agglomeration and sedimentation,
the majority of AgNPs appear well-dispersed, in agreement
with the previous DLS data (figure 2(A)).

In order to confirm that AF exposure conditions corre-
lated with increased nano-cellular interactions, AgNP
deposition efficiencies were determined quantitatively for
both exposure models. As seen in figure 4, the deposition
efficiency in media was approximately 18%, which while low
is not unexpected due to the increased stability associated
with PVP. However, when AgNPs were introduced into the
AF culture, the deposition efficiency increased slightly to
approximately 25%. This greater deposition rate is likely due
to the fluid-dependent increase in AgNP agglomerate size, as
larger aggregates would be subjected to more significant
sedimentation forces [36].

3.3. Differential A549 stress and toxicity responses

As it was previously identified that AF incubation altered both
the physiochemical characteristics and AgNP-A549 interac-
tions, the next goal was to assess if these modifications
translated to differential biological responses. As it is well
established that AgNPs induce cytotoxicity through an ROS
mechanism, these endpoints were selected for evaluation
[12, 13, 37]. In addition to evaluating A549 viability and
stress response following AgNP exposure, fluid-specific
controls were included to ensure that any observed mod-
ifications were due to NP behavior, and not an artifact of the
fluid itself (figures 5(A) and 6(A)). These results verified that
whether maintained in media or AF, A549 cells demonstrated
negligible toxicity and equivalent basal ROS levels. Addi-
tionally, these results confirmed that AF did not interfere with
assay performance, meaning that any difference in

Figure 2. Characterization of AgNP behavior as a function of environmental composition. (A) DLS analysis was utilized to determine the
AgNP agglomerate size following incubation in varying fluid environments. (B) Following dispersion in the different experimental fluids, the
surface charge of the AgNPs was assessed via zeta potential measurement. (C) After a 24 h incubation, the extent of AgNP ionic dissolution
was determined for each exposure fluid. Data represents 3 independent trials with * denoting statistical significance from media
conditions (p<0.05).
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bioresponses that arose between media and AF environments
were due to AgNP modifications.

Looking first at A549 viability (figure 5), as expected,
increasing AgNP exposure dosages resulted in a corresponding
rise in cytotoxicity within a standard media environment. At the
greatest AgNP exposure concentration, 25μgml−1, significant
A549 death transpired, approximately 40%. When the same
dose-dependent assessment was carried out in an AF environ-
ment, a stepwise viability response still occurred. However,
when directly comparing fluids, AF produced a significantly
lower toxic response at 25μgml−1 versus media exposure.

As AgNPs induce cytotoxicity through an oxidative
stress mechanism, the LDH results were confirmed through
assessment of intracellular ROS production (figure 6). Similar
to the cytotoxicity data, an AgNP dose-dependent increase in
ROS was identified in media. These augmented ROS levels
correlated to the observed AgNP-induced toxicity. Addition-
ally, within the AF environment, ROS production paralleled
LDH values, as gauged by a substantial decrease versus the
media environment. Following exposure to 25 μg ml−1

AgNPs, intracellular ROS levels were reduced from 188%

Figure 3. Visualizing the AgNP-A549 interface. Representative fluorescent images are shown following a 24 h incubation of A549 cells
under the conditions of (A) media without AgNPs, (B) AF without AgNPs, (C) media with 5 μg ml−1 AgNPs, and (D) AF with 5 μg ml−1

AgNPs. In these images the A549 cells underwent actin (red) and nuclear (blue) staining with AgNPs appearing as white.

Figure 4. AgNP deposition efficiency. A549 cells were exposed to
5 μg ml−1 AgNPs for 24 h in either traditional cell culture media or
alveolar fluid (AF). The deposition efficiency, the percentage of
administered AgNPs that were either internalized by or tightly bound
to the cells, was determined via ICP-MS. Data represents 3
independent trials with * denoting statistical significance from media
conditions (p<0.05).
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within media to 140% in an AF environment. Taken together,
the cytotoxicity and stress responses demonstrated that the
inclusion of physiological fluid produced differential bior-
esponses in an A549 model.

3.4. Implications of these results

Owing to their potential to serve as a powerful tool, this study
further supports efforts to implement artificial physiological
fluids in the safety assessment and efficacy screening of NPs
and nano-based applications. Of particular interest is imple-
menting relevant fluids to characterize and evaluate the
behavior of NPs as they progress through the biological life
cycle. Tracking changes to NP physicochemical properties
throughout their lifespan is an emerging area of interest due to
the recognition that environmental factors, such as fluid
composition, are capable of modifying critical parameters and
behaviors [39, 40]. This study targeted an alveolar exposure
region, which in addition to serving as a major route of NP
exposure, has been correlated with extensive NP retention

[41, 42]. Human alveolar epithelial cells (A549) were
employed, in addition to AF and LF, which represent the
likely environments AgNPs would encounter post inhalation
in vivo.

This work is unique with respect to the fact that it
examined the impact of modified exposure scenarios on
AgNPs physicochemical properties, the nano-cellular inter-
face, and their subsequent biological responses. When the
PVP-coated AgNPs were dispersed in AF, they underwent a
significant transformation, including increased agglomeration,
modified surface charge, and a drop in ionic dissolution. As
ions are formed from the free surface of NP agglomerates, the
increase in particle aggregation was the leading cause for the
observed reduction in ion production: as the surface area to
volume ratio is inversely proportional to size. Deposition
analysis showed that the AF-dependent modest increase in
AgNP agglomeration did result in higher A549 internaliza-
tion, due to greater sedimentation forces. However, even
though the cells were associated with a higher NP mass,
exposure within AF mitigated the toxic potential of AgNPs,
as assessed via viability and ROS production. While these
results may initially seem counterintuitive, they are in
agreement with the reduction of silver ion generation; which
has been directly correlated to cytotoxicity [16, 17]. There-
fore, while both deposition and ionic dissolution are known to
impact the biocompatibility of NPs, the decrease in ion gen-
eration was not fully counteracted by the slight increase in
AgNP delivery.

Understanding the impact of biological fluids on NPs
properties is beneficial to the scientific community as physi-
cochemical parameters have been directly correlated to
nanotoxicological outcomes [43]. Artificial physiological
fluids are advantageous due to the fact that they provide a
means for NP exposure within a biologically representative
environment and allow for particle recollection post-expo-
sure. Currently, it is exceptionally challenging to recover NPs
from animal models, making it near impossible to evaluate

Figure 5.AgNP-induced cytotoxicity varied between media and AF environments. (A) To ensure that AF did not induce a cytotoxic response
in the A549 model, viability was determined following a 24 h exposure in either media or AF. (B) Following a 24 h exposure to AgNPs at
varying concentrations, A549 cells underwent evaluation for cytotoxicity as assessed via LDH release [38]. Data represents three independent
trials with * and † indicating statistical significance from an untreated media control and between fluids, respectively (p<0.05).

Figure 6. Evaluation of intracellular ROS levels in media and AF.
(A) Fluid specific controls were run to verify that incubation in AF
did not produce ROS in A549 cells. (B) Following a 24 h exposure
to AgNPs in the denoted fluid, intracellular stress was monitored
through ROS production. Data represents three independent trials
with * and † indicating statistical significance from an untreated
media control and between fluids, respectively (p<0.05).
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their modifications in vivo. New techniques are emerging,
such as the visualization and analysis of gold NPs in skin
biopsies [44], however the range of available characterization
assessments via this mechanism are extremely limited. To
date, the majority of studies have identified extensive NP
agglomeration following dispersion in varying biological
fluids [36, 39, 40]. This aggregation arises due to the high salt
content, which mimics true physiological environments and is
therefore more representative of in vivo models [45, 46].

Fluid-specific agglomeration introduces several other
implications and system modifications. For example, in non-
acidic environments, such as alveolar and interstitial fluids,
augmented agglomeration can reduce ionic dissolution, owing
to a decrease in the NP surface area to volume ratio [27, 39].
This phenomena was confirmed in this study and introduced
significant implications for AgNPs, specifically, as the pro-
duction of ions is a well-documented mechanism of nano-
toxicity [16, 17]. However, in acidic environments, such as
LF, the rate of ionic dissolution can increase, and has been
shown to initiate a second round of AgNP-dependent cyto-
toxicity [47]. Beyond modifying ionic dissolution, NP
agglomeration can modify biological transport mechanisms,
as these aggregates will sediment out of solution more easily.
For nano-based applications that are highly dependent upon
effective delivery, such as drug delivery and bio-imaging,
fluid-dependent alterations to transport may be a limiting
factor in application efficacy.

In addition to potentially limiting application efficacy,
the formation of large aggregates and greater sedimentation
will directly impact the nano-cellular interface through
increasing deposition [19, 28]. As NP interactions have been
correlated directly to observed nanotoxicological profiles,
fluid-dependent deposition increases could induce bioeffects
not identified within a traditional in vitro model. For example,
Braun et al [19] uncovered a previously unseen increase in
gold nanosphere cytotoxicity when NPs were exposed to
keratinocytes within an interstitial fluid environment. How-
ever, as shown in this study, there are frequently multiple
contributing factor to NP-induced cellular responses, such as
combining deposition with the rate of ionic dissolution.
Therefore, a traditional in vitro model may not be able to
accurately capture these numerous influences. One consider-
able drawback associated with traditional in vitro models is
the lack of physiological relevance, which results in poor
correlations and conflicting results between in vitro and
in vivo assessments [48, 49]. For example, a recent study
identified that polymeric NPs induced cytotoxicity within an
in vitro model, but uncovered no discernable responses within
rats [20]. As such, implementing physiological fluids may be
a means to overcome these limitations and improve the bio-
logical relevance of in vitro models, thereby making assess-
ments more predictive.

4. Conclusions

The goal of this study was to analyze the life cycle of AgNPs
following inhalation through the utilization of multiple,

representative physiological fluids (alveolar and lysosomal)
and a human alveolar model. AgNP properties and behaviors
were characterized within the fluids, as well as subsequent
induced biological responses following exposure. The results
of these characterization, cellular interactions, and bio-
compatibility studies are summarized in figure 7. Following
dispersion in AF and LF, AgNP extent of agglomeration and
rate of ionic dissolution were modified, though not to equal
extents as each fluid introduced unique variations. When
AgNPs were introduced to A549s within an AF environment,
morphological modifications were observed, in addition to
increased deposition. It is hypothesized that the observed rise
in deposition efficiency was due to particle agglomeration,
which influenced sedimentation forces. Moreover, within AF
the A549 cells displayed lower stress and cytotoxicity rates
following AgNP exposure, due to a reduction in ionic dis-
solution, which is known to be an inducer of nano-silver
toxicity. The fluid-dependent increase in agglomeration
resulted in a lower surface area to volume ratio in AF, ulti-
mately reducing ion production and AgNP-induced cyto-
toxicity. Taken together, this work demonstrated the impact
and value of incorporating physiological fluids into in vitro
models, as these biological fluids improve exposure relevance
and, ultimately, may assist in the development of better pre-
dictive modeling capabilities.
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